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positive and negative part of the bump, provided they are separated by 180° [1,2].
way the dispersive effects can be cancelled while the wake-Held deflections add in the
offsets from the axis in the H—focusing quadrupoles for a bump in the V·p1ane. In this
it should have the same period of the betatron oscillation (dotted line), with larger
The needed trajectory for wake-fields compensation is shown in Fig. 1 (solid line):
2. Basic concepts
ered, and the results are reported here.
The possibility to adopt such a scheme for the CLIC main Linac has been consid
betatron oscillation are used to cancel, on average, those due to misalignment
ple "Non-Dispersive” trajectory bumps: the wake-fields due to the induced coherent
An additional technique of correcting the emittance dilution is the use of multi
1. Introduction
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Test with vertical kicker: — by G.P¤riei
(solid line) with the dispersion function (dotted line).
amplitudes are obtained by matching with MAD; the resulting bump is shown in Fig. 2
zb8=—¢¤0), as the four conditions y=O, y'=0, Dy.-:0, DQ,=0 must be satisfied. Their
other kicks are then needed (tb], 1/:2, $3, $4:0, 1p5:——1l:3, ¢6=—;b2, zb7=—zj:1 and
In order to displace the orbit off-axis and to put it again on—axis after 360°, eight
a V—focusing quadrupole.
quadrupoles. It was found necessary to have the Hrst kicker (of arbitrary angle wo) in
main Linac (90° phase advance per cell), inserting kickers in the middle of consecutive
A vertical bump was simulated with MAD code [3] in the first sector of CLIC
a perfect closure of the trajectory and of the dispersion.
Using multiple bumps (for example 5) their amplitude can be reduced, still getting
regardless of the energy spread dp/ p. This is called a Non—Dispersive (ND) bump.
order to have again Dy=O at the exit of the bump, all the particles gather together
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cavity: in the first cells of the Linac the approximation error is of the order of 2%.
(Fig. 4), because MAD assumes a drift space between two quadrupoles instead of a
When switching on the accelerating cavities, the bump is not closed any more
wake-fields, RFQS switched off. The result is shown in Fig. 3.
ups), no injection errors, no correction algorithm, accelerating cavities switched off, no
only in the following conditions: perfect alignment (for quadrupoles, cavities and pick
Using MTRACK9 code [4], the same bump evaluated by MAD can be reproduced
zx/Esang/1?%¢) zt/FS1¤h(\/F9)(Sy _ and (Sy —
focusing or defocusing quadrupole are respectively:
y' ): if K and Lq are the strength and the length of the quadrupole, the relations for a
quadrupole and its displacement 6y that gives the same output conditions (both y and
bump. Thus an analitical equivalence must be used between a kick zb in the middle of a
lows for a maximum of 5 diH`erent positioning errors, which is not sumcient to have a
In practice the quadrupoles will be displaced in order to get kicks, but MAD al
with MAD.
component along the quadrupoles (and using combined function magnets) is not possible
realistic, but this makes closure more difHcult. Simulating kickers as a distributed dipole
Having kickers in front of quadrupoles rather than in the middle seems t0 be more
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which generates a small perturbation of the trajectory closure in MTRACK9.
increase (<2%) and it doesn’t consider the change in dispersion due to the cavities,
It might be useful to try other codes, as MAD should work with a lower energy
between two quadrupoles; nevertheless it cannot be perfectly closed with MTRACK9.
however possible (though not easy) to close the bump with MAD, inserting 11 cavities
tries to optimize the input phase of a particle and often it fails. Also in this case, it is
84 cells) and the harmonic number (only used for circular machines); moreover, MAD
In the second case the difficulty is to define the rf phase (a cavity is in fact made of
reproduced by MTRACK9 code (Fig. 5).
bump with MAD, still using 9 kicks (but now different from each other). It can be then
plane has been neglected). Some optimization work a.nd efforts are required to close the
re-defined so that the total transfer matrix is equal to the original one (the longitudinal
drift space Ld / 2 must be added at both its edges; the cavity transfer matrix must be then
matrix is wrongly quoted as E0/E, instead of E,/E0). As MATRIX has zero length, a
run (notice a mistake in the CLIC Note 140, where the mg; term of the cavity transfer
input and output energy for that chain of cavities, that can be taken from a MTRACK9
In the first case, each transfer matrix is different from another as it depends from the
Second, ll cavities defined by the RFCAVITY option may be used.
of ll cavities) may be put in the middle of the drift space between two quadrupoles.
lattice: first, an arbitrary MATRIX element (the thin-lens transfer matrix of a chain
Two ways may be followed in order to insert the accelerating cavities into the MAD
Z {ml Fig- 8
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1 1 1. A
them down by a factor 20 (equivalent to NLC) gives a satisfactory result (Fig. 8).
of the bump, has no effect. Only reducing the importance of the wake—fields by scaling
Increasing the number of slices to improve the precision, or decreasing the amplitude
the last kick in MTRACK9 in order to close the bump regardless of dispersion.
be found just matching by MAD without acceleration and then correcting “‘by hand”
The same effect (closed bump without wake—fields, open bump with wake·fields) can
(Fig. 7) and then is damped, after about 1 km.
last slice). The average bunch trajectory initially grows up to twice its initial value
amplitude that increases when moving towards the bunch tail (Fig. 6: first, middle and
(longitudinal wake-fields have no deflecting effect) and keep oscillating, with a residual
lowing ones are more and more deflected by the transverse kicks induced in the cavities
the first one doesn’t experience any wake-field and closes its trajectory, while the fol
Switching on the wake-Fields, each slice of the bunch has its own trajectory: only
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I ll46.5°
positive and the negative bump, or close a complete bump along 6 cells.
Now there are three possibilities: skip two cells at the end, skip a cell after the
then a bump over 6 cells corresponds to 367.8°, quite close to the “ideal” 360°
studied in the 6th sector, at an energy around 214 GeV. The phase advance is 61.3°,
In order to avoid the problem of the odd number of cells along a bump, a bump was
60 GeV) is about a factor 2, instead of 6.
propagating along the Linac (Fig. 10). The gain due to the energy increase (from 10 to
wake—Helds: the average trajectory oscillates with the same amplitude of the bump itself,
Even if MAD can close the bump (Fig. 9), MTRACK9 cannot reproduce it with
180°.
no full addition between the two half bumps, as they are separated by l46.5° instead of
cell in between, since the negative bump would start at a H—focusing quad, so there is
+ negative) bump over 4 of them and then skipping one. It is impossible to skip half a
The only possibility to close the bump along 5 cells is having a complete (positive
73.2° (instead of 90°), then 5 cells (instead of 4) are needed to get about 360°
3rd sector, at an energy around 60 GeV. The main problem is the phase advance of
ln order to reduce the importance of the wake—fields, a bump was studied in the
residual oscillation is damped.
cannot close. At increasing energy, the importance of the wakes decreases and the
diH`erent kick from the "ideal” one, its dispersion function is modified and the bump
This may be explained by the strong effect of the wake-Helds: each slice gets a
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on the distance: the net gain is therefore about a factor 2.5.
a factor 21 on the energy, but looses a factor 3 on the number of kicks and a factor 2.7
4.23 m at 10 GeV, in the last one there are 31 cavities in 11.28 m at 210 GeV. One gains
and the longer distance between quadrupoles: in the Hrst sector there are 11 cavities in
This lack of gain at higher energies may be explained with the larger number of kicks
gets the same behaviour than before.
13 kicks are used (Fig. 13). For all of them, MAD can close the bump and MTRACK9
(Fig. 11); in the second case, they are separated by 183.9° (Fig. 12); in the third case,
In the Hrst case, the two half bumps are separated by l22.6° only, instead of 180°
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is however bad (Fig. 16).
(Fig. 14) and the average trajectory is damped (Fig. 15). The effect on the emittance
finds that the oscillation period changes from slice to slice, there is a kind of "mixing"
in that position, but this failed. Only raising the arf ofthe sector from 0.25 to 1.00 one
end of the bump, where all the trajectories gather together, or by displacing the quad
It was tried to damp the oscillation by inserting a strong RFQ two cells after the
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emittance of 0.79><10`7 rad m (Fig. 18).
the end of the whole Linac with a bump amplitude of 150 pm, reaching a final vertical
emittance rapidly grows just after the bump, but it can be then reduced by a factor 3 at
one—to—few algorithm (re-optimizing arf); adding a ND-bump in the first sector, the
The final vertical emittance blows up to 2.48><10"7 rad m after 1 iteration of the
factor (500-50-50 pm).
reducing the wake-fields by a factor 10 and increasing the misalignments by the same
In order to prove the validity of the ND-bump correction scheme, a test was made
without any bump..
90°, gave an improvement of the final vertical emittance that was only 1% better than
Nevertheless, it should be noticed that the same procedure for a bump shifted by
for the bump, reaching a final vertical emittance of 1.02>< 10‘7 rad rn (Fig. 17).
but it can be then reduced by 14% at the end of the whole Linac with 3 pm amplitude
there (at an energy around 14 GeV), the emittance rapidly grows just after the bump,
Removing the one-to-few correction only in the Hrst sector and adding a N D-bump
(re-optimizing arf).
emittance blows up to 1.19><1O`7 rad m after 2 iterations of the one—to—few algorithm
Considering the usual 50-5-5 pm misalignments and no coupling, the final vertical
33 slices, that is 10 times better than before!
0.18 mm, and the rf phases were set to np,,=<prf= l1° This gave dE/E: 0.19% with
the wa.ke—fie1ds), a truncated bunch from +1.20, to -20, was considered, with 0,:
In order to reduce the energy spread dE / E (and therefore the dispersion due to
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therefore envisaged in order to further reduce the emittance dilution.
At present, ND—bumps cannot be used in CLIC main Linac; some other method is
or NLC
higher misalignment tolerances, as is the case for other linear collider designs like SBLC
provement for the final value. The method is however working for lower wake—fields and
emittance dilution even at higher energies: only statistically one can have a small im
It turns out that the high wake—Helds prevent to have an effective gain on the
for all of them and therefore the average trajectory cannot be closed.
tion: the change in dispersion from slice to slice prevents from finding a closed bump
closed ND—bump. The effect of the wake—Helds is too large to be treated as a perturba
The high accelerating gradient of CLIC cavities makes it difficult to get a perfectly
